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The HOA Board of Directors has chosen to not pursue a Judicial Foreclosure against Wayne 
Naysnerski’s property.  Below are key factors in this decision.  For those of you new to this issue there 
are court papers on the HOA’s website: 9mileranchhoa.org under “CCRs & Legal”.

On August 24, 2022, in a Summary Judgment Hearing, the court awarded the HOA all fines assessed 
and HOA attorney fees to be paid by Mr. Naysnerski, and to remove his fence encroaching the 
easement area.  The court order totaled $60,000.  Mr. Naysnerksi did not respond to the court order.  
The next potential step would be for the HOA to foreclose on Mr. Naysnerski’s Nine Mile Ranch 
property for payment of the court order.  

Factors involved:

Mr. Naysnerski’s property includes his 20 acre Lot with a manufactured home.
• Manufactured home is at least 27 years old and is not in good condition.
• Mr. Naysnerski moved away from his Nine Mile Ranch property during the summer of 2022, 

potentially abandoning it.  Home and Lot are now overgrown and deteriorating.  
• It is not known if the electricity is on or the water pipes have been drained to keep them from 

freezing.  This is a major factor that affects the value of the home.  The HOA has no legal right 
to trespass onto the property.

• There is a large mortgage and other liens against the property that the HOA would be 
accountable for if the HOA foreclosed.

• Market value less mortgage and lien, less cost of preparing home and Lot for sale, less realtor 
fees, and less attorney costs to complete this process would not result in recouping costs owed 
to the HOA.  Note that the property could be sold in an auction but would most likely result in 
a significantly reduced sale amount.

• A foreclosure would result in the HOA being responsible for the debt against the property 
(mortgage & other liens), payments to the mortgage company until sold and other other costs 
such as utilities and repairs.

• Housing market is declining which could affect the time span the HOA would own the property
= more costs to the HOA.

Attorney fees:
• To date the HOA has spent approximately $24,000 in legal fees for the entire enforcement 

process against Naysnerski.  
• Process started in 2018 creating communication between attorneys, costing the HOA 

approximately $4000 in legal fees.  



• Naysnerski’s argument was that the HOA CCRs were abandoned.  
• HOA legal counsel warned that if the HOA did not pursue this CCR enforcement that the CCRs 

would not thereafter stand with enforcement power and could be considered abandoned.  To not
pursue collection of fines would also void the HOA fine policy.

• A vote was then put out to the membership whether to legally pursue enforcement.  The 
membership voted in favor to pursue.

• It was estimated at that time it would cost roughly $10,000 in legal fees, which was collected in 
a member approved special assessment.  In the end, it cost $20,000. 

• Estimated legal cost to pursue foreclosure would be $7,500.  This is based on Mr. Naysnerski’s 
cooperation.  Legal fees could be more as history shows a lack of cooperation from Mr. 
Naysnerski.

Encroaching Fence:

The court order states that if Mr. Naysnerski does not remove the fence and rocks encroaching the 
easement area that the HOA can remove said obstructions with reasonable costs payable by Mr. 
Naysnerski.  The Board of Directors is currently moving forward to remove said obstructions.

The court order against Mr. Naysnerski has created a lien against his property for $60,000.  If Mr. 
Naysnerski were to sell his property, or if his mortgage company foreclosures, then the HOA would be 
in line to received all or some of the $60,000 if the sale price of the property and house yields enough 
funds.

This legal journey was the first and hopefully final step in proving, through court, that the HOA CCRs 
stand strong.  This protects all owners' property values.  The HOA CCRs are NOT legally abandoned 
and, to quote the Hearing Judge, are “robust”.  We now move forward and hopefully can collect some 
or all of our legal fees and fines from this legal case in the future.


